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Semantics and Pragmatics (20206)

Item Text Option Text 1 Option Text 2 Option Text 3 Option Text 4

______   is what a speaker means when he uses a piece of 

language. 
Hypothetical meaning Wrong meaning Contrast meaning Speaker meaning

Helen rolled up the carpet and Helen rolled the carpet up. This 

is an example of -----
different sentences same sentence statement utterance

 ------------------is the relationship beween two words that have 

the same sense. 
Antonymy Hyponymy Homonymy Synonymy

The expression 'let the cat out of the bag'  means to reveal a 

secret'. Identify the type of the meaning. 
literal denotative idiomatic / connotative social meaning

Girls, winters, toys, tables  are the examples of  -----------  in 

grammatical meaning.
tense adjectives plural nouns pronouns

                             is typically the first or preliminary model 

helps the to develop the meaning of certain words. 
Hyponym Prototype Metonym Homonyms 

----------covers basic, essential components of meaning that are 

conveyed by the literal use of a word.        
Instrument

Associative 

meaning
Conceptual meaning Collocation

________ covers basic, essential components of meaning that is 

convyed gy the literal use of a word.
Associative meaning Connotation Conceptual meaning Collocation

Meaning connected with psychology and culture of personal or 

emotional associations aroused by words.
location denotation connotation collocation

The term that means the feelings and ideas associated with a 

word.
Associative meaning

connotative 

meaning
dennotative meaning generative meaning

Studying groups of words in common framework to analyse 

their common features of meaning is called_____
componential analysis lexical analysis grammar analysis substitutional analysis

______________ represents the general category of the 

individuals such as a person, city, etc.
Concept Condition Entity Relation

 Te terms 'cut, punch, shoot, and stab' can all be found as co-

hyponyms of the superordinate term ________________.
injure act beat chop



The need to be connected, to belong, to be a member of 

the group
  inference positive face negative face politeness

What are the four maxims of Cooperative Principle?

face,

negative face

positive face

and interface

quantity ,

 quality,

 manner, 

and relation 

words,

Contexts,

reference and

signs

Commissive,

assertive,

expressive and

directive

The speaker should be relevant as for as the subject matter of 

the current conversation is concerned.-state appropriate maxim 

of Cooperative Principle.

Manner Maxim Quantity Maxim Relation Maxim Quality Maxim

When there is something more is communicated then the literal 

meaning, 

it can be explained using the theories of ………. 

using …………

Politeness Pragmatics Reference Semantics

Commissives deal with …….. asserting. giving orders.
apologizing, 

thanking

expression of 

emotions.

………..., a modern language scientist has rightly said,

 “Pragmatics is a perspective on linguistic adaptation.” 
J.L Austin Jacob Mey George Yule Jeff Verschueren

Who says,“Politeness concerns a relationship between 

participants

 whom we may call ‘self’ (speaker) and ‘other’ (hearer).”  

J.L Austin G.N.Leech J.R.Searle H.P.Grice


